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The Librarian’s Commitment to 
the Library Bill of Rights 
D A V I D  K .  B E R N I N G H A U S E N  
WHATIS THE MATTER with these librarians? What 
has got into them to make them charge out of their ivory towers, 
eager to battle the censors? During the last twenty years many ob- 
servers of the American scene have asked such questions, for librarians 
seem to have taken it upon themselves to defend “dirty books,” “sub- 
versive books,” and “blasphemous books.” They insist upon everyone’s 
right to read what he chooses. They champion free inquiry against 
all volunteer arbiters of morals, religion, politics, thought and opinion. 
This paper will discuss some of the events and issues that led the 
American Library Association to adopt the Library Bill of Rights, to 
establish a Committee on Intellectual Freedom, and to continue to 
emphasize the vital importance of free inquiry. I t  will also include 
comments on some unfinished business regarding the protection of 
librarians who practice according to their commitment. 
It is apparent from the literature of librarianship that before 1939 
American librarians were not generally alert to the importance of 
freedom to read. Very few pieces on censorship in libraries appeared 
in the index to Library Literature before that time. Some of those 
few articles clearly supported censorship. In 1939, the ALA established 
the Library Bill of Rights as its official policy regarding censorship, 
but it would be a mistake to think librarians’ concern over the freedom 
to read began at a certain date. Certain conditions were necessary, or 
the ALA Council would not have viewed Forrest Spaulding’s first 
draft, called the Library’s Bill of Rights, as a desirable policy for the 
ALA. 
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It is probably important that the people of the United States of 
America are an English-speaking and -reading society. The librarians 
who adopted the Library’s Bill of Rights in 1939 were nurtured on 
the writings of English dissenters and philosophers such as John 
WycliEe, John Milton and John Stuart hlill, and the ideas of American 
colonists such as Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson. This is 
not to suggest that all Americans, or even all the librarians who voted 
to adopt the new Library Bill of Rights, had read hlill or Jefferson, 
but it seems a fair assumption that the essence of their thinking about 
freedom of inquiry had become a part of their American conscious- 
ness-at least, enough so that these librarians overcame any feelings 
of doubt about the propriety of ALA taking a stand for the freedom 
to read. 
The appearance of the Library Bill of Rights formally stated for 
librarians what they already knew; that movable type was a revolu- 
tionary invention, and that the world of man could never be what it 
had been before Gutenberg. Especially, this world could not be the 
same for librarians. 
Johannes Gutenberg, after he had started the process by which 
every man-as least every man who could read-might interpret the 
Bible for himself, is pictured in an old book of stories for children 
as having had a bad dream in which: 
He thought of the great harm which might be done through the 
printing of bad books-how they would corrupt the minds of the 
innocent, how they would stir up the passions of the wicked. Sud- 
denly he seized a heavy hammer and began to break his press in 
pieces. But then a voice seemed to come from the press itself saying, 
“Hold your hand, John Gutenberg. The art of printing will enlighten 
the world.” 
Apparently Gutenberg did hold his hand. We have seen the results, 
and, as with today’s questions of how to use nuclear power and tech- 
nology, librarians understand that printing, like any other technique, 
may be used wisely or unwisely. 
Douglas McMurtrie, the author of The Book, is probably prejudiced, 
but it would be a bold man who would deny his view that in the 
cultural history of mankind, no event even approaches in importance 
the invention of printing with movable type. Me says, “The mighty 
power of the printed word to influence human thought and action, 
for good or ill, has seldom been more clearly shown than in ow own 
day and age, when we see the governments of great nations enforcing 
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a rigorous control or even suppression of the press as a necessary 
means of controlling the opinions and activities of their people.” 
According to Robert Leigh, sociologist and librarian, professional 
librarians have a firm faith in the value and the virtue of books and 
ideas, even though they may resist the social scientist’s research at- 
tempts at analysis of this faith. Librarians have a keen appreciation 
of the power of the printed word. After the Library Bill of Rights 
was adopted, especially after it had been publicized, it became a 
focal point in the education of librarians, trustees, and the public on 
the question of what should be the guiding principles for acquisition 
and dissemination of information through libraries. 
And what does it say about preserving the freedom to read? 
Library Bill of Rights 
The Council of the American Library Association reaffirms its 
belief in the following basic policies which should govern the serv- 
ices of all libraries. 
1. As a responsibility of library service, books and other library 
materials selected should be chosen for values of interest, informa- 
tion and enlightenment of all the people of the com,munity. In no 
case should library materials be excluded because of the race or 
nationality or the social, political, or religious views of the authors. 
2. Libraries should provide books and other materials presenting 
all points of view concerning the problems and issues of our times; 
no library inaterials should be proscribed or removed from libraries 
because of partisan or doctrinal disapproval. 
3. Censorship should be challenged by libraries in the mainte- 
nance of their responsibility to provide public information and en- 
lightenment.
4. Libraries should cooperate with all persons and groups con- 
cerned with resisting abridgement of free expression and free access 
to ideas. 
5. The rights of an individual to the use of a library should not 
be denied or abridged because of his age, race, religion, national 
origins or social or political views. 
6. As an institution of education for democratic living, the li-
brary should welcome the use of its meeting rooms for socially use- 
ful and cultural activities and discussion of current public questions. 
Such meeting places should be available on equal terms to all groups 
in the community regardless of the beliefs and affiliations of their 
members, provided that the meetings be open to the public. 
(Adopted June 18, 1948. Amended February 2, 1961, and June 27, 
1967, by the ALA Council.) 
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This is the text approved and adopted by the Council of the Ameri- 
can Library Association in 1967, The first version was drafted by For- 
rest Spaulding, Librarian of the Des Moines Public Library, in 1938 
or 1939, as a guide to selection of materials in that Iowa library. It 
was adopted by the national association as an official policy against 
censorship in 1939. This article will trace events and issues which led 
to several revisions of the test over the past thirty years. 
The Library Bill of Rights has encouraged American librarians to 
hold tenaciously to the principle that the users of libraries must have 
the opportunity to examine all information on all sides of all contro- 
versial issues. It is no accident that the policy avoids the expression 
“information on both sides of controversial issues.” The distinction 
is very important, especially today when political and social stresses 
tend to polarize many citizens into opposing authoritarian positions, 
causing them to be intolerate of any expressions that depart from or 
modify what they hold to be the truth. The library profession, in this 
and other policy statements, emphasizes the necessity for providing 
a variety of view points on any issue, not merely the extreme expres- 
sions or the lukewarm middle-of-the-road statements. 
However, if the Library Bill of Rights had not become known to 
librarians it could hardly be said that the principle had been estab- 
lishedS3 In May 1940, the ALA Council created a Committee on In- 
tellectual Freedom. If this committee had not existed, perhaps the 
Library Bill of Rights would have been ignored and forgotten. In- 
deed, in its early years the committee had little to do, and in 1944, 
its chairman Leon Carnovsky reported to the council: 
Librarians were invited to report to the committee incidents of at- 
tempted interference with the provision of books or periodicals. 
Up to the present time, very few incidents have been reported, 
and the committee has been requested not to publicize them. The 
lack of information about such incidents may mean that they do 
not exist-that librarians are generally free from interference in their 
book selection practices. On the other hand, it may mean that li-
brarians do not care to report interference. Or, finally, it may mean 
that librarians are so cautious in policies of book selection that they 
avoid “incidents” before they have a chance to O C C U ~ . ~  
Carnovsky’s report raised some important questions, but not until 
1948 did American librarians begin to put major emphasis on the 
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importance of free inquiry and the librarian’s special responsibility 
in helping to preserve the freedom to read. 
The 1948 ALA annual conference program appeared in the ALA 
Bulletin of May 1948, and along with it was an article by the chair- 
man of the Intellectual Freedom Committee called “Book-Banning and 
Witch-Hunts.” Helen Haines, a staunch defender of the freedom to 
read, who in fact may have helped many librarians to think about 
the issue of free inquiry through her guide to selection, Living With 
Books, read an early draft of the paper, but felt that the ALA would 
not be likely to print such an article. As it happened, however, ALA 
President Paul North Rice of the New York Public Library saw a 
copy of the manuscript and sponsored its publication in the ALA Bul- 
letin; Rice felt so keenly the need for emphasizing intellectual free- 
dom that he invited several outstanding speakers to address the 1948 
Atlantic City conference on the subjecta5 He also provided a fund for 
the Intellectual Freedom Committee to sponsor a booth at Atlantic 
City. 
Both the New York Times and the Herald Tribune gave the con- 
ference very good publicity. Most newspapers have continued to give 
library conferences good publicity when they build their programs 
around the idea of freedom to read. This is not only a “controversial” 
issue, it is one in which newspapermen take a keen interest. It is 
worth noting that free inquiry is now automatically a part of every 
ALA president’s inaugural speech, and that the theme is very fre- 
quently included in the programs of state library associations. 
In 1951, the Council faced a new issue, does the Library Bill of 
Rights apply to non-print materials? The Peoria Public Library was 
attacked by the local American Legion and one of the local news- 
papers for making available films such as “Human Brotherhood,” 
“Peoples of the USSR,” and the United Nations film about the dec- 
laration of human rights. The librarian tried to appease the library’s 
critics and his own conscience by removing these items and claiming 
that the statement did not specifically cover films.6 The ALA Council 
resolved this problem by unanimously adopting a footnote which said: 
“The Library Bill of Rights shall be interpreted as applying to all 
materials and media of communication used or collected by libraries.”7 
This statement is no longer a footnote, but is included in the 1967 
text, 
In 1951, an organization of volunteers interested in imposing their 
own limitations upon free inquiry used a new approach. The Sons of 
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the American Revolution in Montclair, New Jersey, declared their op- 
position to censorship, but tried to force librarians to label all library 
materials with warnings to potential readers. The Intellectual Freedom 
Committee, after study of the question, recommended a policy to the 
ALA which said: 
Librarians should not use the technique of labeling as a means of 
predisposing readers against library materials for the following rea- 
sons: 
1. Although totalitarian states find it easy and even proper, ac- 
cording to their ethics, to establish criteria for judging publications 
as “subversive,” injustice and ignorance rather than justice and en- 
lightenment result from such practices, and the American Library 
Association has a responsibility to take a stand against the establish- 
ment of such criteria in a democratic state. 
2. Libraries do not advocate the ideas found in their collections. 
The presence of a magazine or book in a library does not indicate 
an endorsement of its contents by the library. 
6. Although we are all agreed that communism is a threat to the 
free world, if materials are labeled to pacify one group, there is no 
excuse for refusing to label any item in the library’s collection. Be- 
cause communism, fascism, or other authoritarianisms tend to sup- 
press ideas and attempt to coerce individuals to conform to a specific 
ideology, American librarians must be opposed to such “isms.” We 
are, then, anti-communist, but we are also opposed to any other 
group which aims at closing any path to knowledge. 
(Recommended to Council by Rutherford D. Rogers, 
Chairman, Intellectual Freedom Committee, Chicago, 
1951, and adopted by the Council on July 13, 1951).* 
If this policy had been drafted today, the emphasis upon being anti- 
Communist might well be muted. In 1951, however, as McCarthyism 
approached its peak, many people viewed the ALA, and especially 
the Intellectual Freedom Committee (IFC),  as subversive. The funda- 
mental policy is sound and will continue to be useful when any au- 
thoritarian group attempts to control libraries or the American Library 
Association. 
This policy against labeling was useful in St. Charles, Missouri, in 
1968, when an inquiry about what leftist magazines the library held 
led to an attempt by the Veterans of Foreign Wars, the American 
Legion, the Lions Club, and a church to force the library to label 
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materials. The St. Charles librarian in her report on this situation cited 
petitions from these groups which read, with variations, as follows: 
I (We),  the undersigned, do hereby petition the Library Board of 
the County of St. Charles, requesting that any book or publication 
on file in the St. Charles County Library System authored, pub- 
lished, or edited by any individual or group of individuals having 
been cited by any official Federal or State Un-American Activities 
Committee or Fact-Finding Committee as subversive or un-Ameri- 
can in nature or belonging to any organization having been cited as 
subversive or un-American, be so explicitly labeled in a conspicuous 
manner for the information of the patrons of the St. Charles County 
Librarie~.~ 
The distribution in Missouri of b 7 0 hundred or more copies of the 
1951 labeling statement was helpful. However, this policy has not re- 
ceived as much attention as has the Library Bill of Rights. The ALA 
might well reprint the article and policy on labeling that appeared in 
1951. 
As each of these new challenges arose, the IFC and the ALA Coun- 
cil had to analyze the issue, determine the size of the threat to the 
freedom to read, and decide what kind of action was potentially use- 
ful. Each time, undoubtedly, the interest and the motivation of those 
librarians involved was aroused to a high pitch. Undoubtedly also, 
some members of the profession tended to hold back from taking any 
controversial stand. Most observers would probably agree, however, 
that since 1948, the ALA has been in the front lines of the battle 
against anti-intellectuals who seek to limit the freedom to read. 
In spite of a lack of funds, the ALA Committee on Intellectual Free- 
dom has had a remarkable impact upon librarianship. There has been 
some small financial support for implementing the ideals of the Li- 
brary Bill of Rights. In September 1951, the Field Foundation set up 
a fund of $15,000 to be used by the IFC over a two-year period. This 
fund made it possible to get the committee together at least once a 
year, to pay a part-time executive secretary, and to begin a Newsletter 
on Intellectual Freedom. The grant also made it possible to hold the 
first preconference institute on intellectual freedom at the Bar Asso- 
ciation in New York in June 1952. A second conference on intellectual 
freedom at Whittier College in 1953 sounded the keynote of the an- 
nual ALA conference in Los Angeles. 
In 1961, the official ALA position on freedom of access to libraries 
was made clearer by the addition of what is now section five of the 
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Library Bill of Rights: “The rights of an individual to the use of a 
library should not be denied or abridged because of his race, religion, 
national origins, or political views.”1° This issue is closely related to 
free inquiry, for if library service is inaccessible, for any reason, 
American citizens do not have the data upon which to base wise 
decisions. 
In 1965 a third conference on intellectual freedom was held at 
Washington, D.C. The committee recommended the establishment 
of a legal office in ALA to be charged with responsibility for gathering 
facts on censorship, for promoting action to guide and defend libraries 
and librarians in trouble, and for voicing in courts and legislative 
chambers ALA’s opposition to restrictions on the printed word.ll The 
proceedings of this conference were published by ALA in 1965.12 
The Intellectual Freedom Committee (IFC) continued its series of 
conferences in San Francisco in 1967 with special emphasis on in- 
tellectual freedom and the teenager. 
Major recommendations of the Institute were: 
1)That ALA (with massive Foundation funding) conduct a study 
of the effect of reading on behavior. 
2)  That an office be established at ALA, both to coordinate studies 
and defend librarians. 
3) That free access to all books in a library collection be granted 
to young people.l3 
At this 1967 conference the ALA Council approved recommenda- 
tions by the IFC for revisions of the Library Bill of Rights. Following 
up the theme of the preconference, a change was made in paragraph 
five with the insertion of the word “age,” so that the paragraph now 
reads : 
5. The rights of an individual to the use of a library should not be 
denied or abridged because of his age, race, religion, national origins 
or social or political views. 
Another fundamental change adopted by the Council was the elimi- 
nation of the phrase “of sound factual authority” from section two of 
the previous version. This phrase unfortunately implied that a library 
collected only “good” books, thus raising the questions of the criteria 
by which books are to be judged and who can truly decide which 
books are of sound factual authority and which are not. The IFC and 
the ALA Council now say that a library has an obligation to collect 
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materials which are not of sound factual authority. This is an extremely 
important point, and library literature concerning it deserves careful 
study. It is discussed briefly later in this article. 
During the years of McCarthyism (1949-1953), the IFC made great 
strides toward persuading the librarians of America that the publicly 
supported library and the librarians of the nation are living in the po- 
litical world and cannot divorce themselves from political issues that 
involve libraries or the freedom to read. An examination of the liter- 
ature of librarianship before 1938 shows that earlier librarians tended 
to hold that librarians should be above or aloof from political prob- 
lems. As the radical right grew bolder and more censorious, however, 
librarians began to understand that the values of free inquiry, free 
scholarship, and free dissemination of ideas actually could be and 
might be lost, and that if lost, librarians could not possibly give honest 
reference service or circulate books freely to those who want to read 
on all sides of an issue. 
Through encouraging the establishment of committees on intel-
lectual freedom in the state library associations, through national in- 
stitutes, through speeches, articles, research reports, and books, and 
through opposing legislation against the freedom to read, America’s 
librarians have taught each other and their trustees that they cannot 
live in ivory towers. 
Peter Hamlin suggests that political scientists have usually ignored 
librarians, finding them too timid and fearful and non-political; how- 
ever his Case Study of the Fairfax County, Virginia, Censorship Con- 
troversy, 1963, is a fine illustration of the growing awareness by li- 
brarians that they are part of the political process. As Hamlin writes: 
Libraries can and do become embroiled in heated political disputes. 
[This is] . . . a classic case of a political struggle over differing con- 
cepts of library censorship and freedom. It was the center of a dis- 
pute that animated the county for several weeks. The controversy 
spread to the courts and onto the floor of Congress. It received 
widespread publicity and involved a great diversity of interested 
groups. It included a variety of questions: evolution, segregation, 
obscenity and communism.14 
In the first report of the Activities Committee on New Directions 
for ALA (1970) there is a list of twelve critical problems of society, 
about which the committee says that libraries must give information. 
It is assumed that all ALA members will agree that pollution of our 
environment, continuing racial discrimination, and our military in- 
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volvement in Vietnam are critical social problems, and that libraries 
which do not make freely available the full range of data and opinion 
on these problems are violating the Library Bill of Rights and the 
intellectual freedom of their clients. 
Many members of ALA question the propriety of a professional 
organization of librarians taking public stands on a variety of con- 
troversial issues. If done indiscriminately this would tend to divide 
librarians unnecessarily and would weaken the force of the organiza- 
tion. The profession would be diverted from those issues which do 
concern it, taking up time from a membership or council meeting that 
might be put to better use. 
The ALA, as an educational association, is tax exempt, and is there- 
fore not permitted by law to actively support or work for or against 
positions on issues that do not involve professional interests. Even if 
this were to be ignored, the neutrality of the library and the library 
association on substantive issues, like that of the news media, is held 
to be essential if libraries are to continue to provide information on all 
sides of all issues. 
Of course it is sometimes difficult to draw the line sharply. Though 
it would be inappropriate, and probably illegal, for the ALA to take 
a position opposing the building of an anti-ballistic missile system, 
or a position promoting the fluoridation of water systems, many li- 
brarians would probably be ready and willing to take such positions 
as citizens. On some issues that directly affect the professional activi- 
ties of librarians, it is, however, generally agreed that ALA would be 
derelict if it ignored them. 
For example, there is ALA’s strong position advocating free access 
to libraries by all citizens, regardless of race or color. Here is an issue 
that is clearly related to the work of the librarian in providing infor- 
mation to every citizen. As to whether ALA should also take a strong 
position advocating equal opportunity for housing for Negroes, it 
would seem that as a worthy cause it should be supported by librar- 
ians as private citizens, rather than as members of the ALA. The 
ALA has had a long and honorable history of refusing to hold its 
conferences in cities which do not permit equal access to hotels and 
restaurants for Negro delegates, and this too is an issue on which 
librarians have taken a position. 
The ALA has consistently heeded the advice of Archibald MacLeish 
that in regard to censorship and related issues, librarians cannot be 
neutral. One clearly related issue was the use of loyalty investigations 
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in libraries as a means of intimidation of librarians, against which 
ALA accordingly and appropriately took a position. 
In 1948, the IFC joined with the ALA Board on Personnel Admin- 
istration to recommend a policy against the use of loyalty investiga- 
tions. The resolution was adopted, but became the subject of debate 
through three succeeding meetings until finally the matter was re- 
solved by adoption of the following policy: 
RESOLUTION ON LOYALTY PROGRAMS 
WHEREAS, A Democracy must preserve freedom of thought and 
expression if it is to survive; and 
WHEREAS, Loyalty investigations of library employees may 
create an atmosphere of suspicion and fear and tend to limit intel- 
lectual freedom by rendering it hazardous to hold or express other 
than popular or orthodox views; and 
WHEREAS, Librarians have a special responsibility to provide 
information on all sides of controversial issues, but cannot do so if 
intellectual conformity becomes a factor affecting their employment 
or tenure; and 
WHEREAS, The -4merican Library Association has received 
evidence that loyalty tests may easily lead to the violation of the 
constitutional rights of library employees, and in some cases already 
have done so; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED, That we, the Council of American Library Associa- 
tion, strongly protest loyalty programs which inquire into a library 
employee’s thoughts, reading matter, associates, or membership in 
organizations, unless a particular person’s definite actions warrant 
such investigation. We approve the affirmation of allegiance to our 
Constitution.” We condemn loyalty oaths and investigations which 
permit the discharge of an individual without a fair hearing. We 
hold that in a fair hearing the accused is furnished a statement of 
the charges against him, is allowed to see the evidence against him, 
is given an opportunity to prepare and to present his defense and 
to question his accusers with the aid of legal counsel, is presumed 
innocent until proved guilty, and is given the opportunity, if ad-
judged guilty, of judicial review. 
(Adopted July 21, 1950 by the ALA Council) 
The “guilt syndrome” of the late 1960s and early 1970s in America 
’Amended by ALA Council by striking out “Government” and inserting “Con- 
stitution,” January 19, 1970. 
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has caused many to believe that this is the worst of all times in the 
worst of all nations. ALA members who were on the firing line during 
the McCarthy period, however, may reasonably question this feeling. 
The impact of loyalty investigations went far beyond merely the 
taking of an oath, though ALA felt that loyalty oaths as a requirement 
for employment in libraries should be condemned. 
The resolution of July 1950, states a position not only against loyalty 
oaths, but against any kind of loyalty investigation which might in- 
timidate librarians and handicap their efforts to provide information 
on all sides of all controversial issues. This policy also provides guide- 
lines for the Intellectual Freedom Committee in dealing with cases, 
especially in its statement of what constitutes due process in a fair 
hearing. It may not seem a necessary policy in 1970, but with clear 
evidence of a political swing to the right, some librarians have cau- 
tioned against a proposal to rescind this resolution, pointing out that 
it is more inclusive and stronger than a mere statement of ALA op- 
position to loyalty oaths. They assert that the following statement of 
position is not really out of date: 
Specifically, our question as professional librarians is: What con- 
cept of loyalty should govern library appointments and dismissals? 
Loyalty to the United States Constitution and Bill of Rights 
should be expected of all librarians, but the naive and fallacious 
belief that this loyalty can be insured by requiring librarians to sign 
oaths or submit to investigations of their private opinions should 
not go unchallenged. Librarians, like other individuals, must not be 
discouraged from reaching honest convictions, even though these 
convictions may seem unorthodox and objectionable to some. 
In  a democratic society the only true loyalty which can be con- 
sidered desirable is that which is a result of unrestricted individual 
choice. Firm faith in the democratic way of life and freedom of in- 
quiry cannot result from any sort of coercion. 
The culture of America, like that of England, has been built upon 
the intellectual efforts of individuals bold enough to think for them- 
selves. To cow and intimidate educators by warning them that they 
may be dismissed upon the theory of guilt by association, malicious 
gossip, or hearsay evidence, is to weaken our democratic life by 
putting a premium on conformity. Mediocrities will be the only 
employables in a society which no longer requires proof of disloyal 
acts, but which dismisses civil servants upon “reasonable grounds.”15 
The policy against loyalty investigations, and the consideration of 
the need for such a policy by librarians also strengthened the position 
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of the Maryland librarians who opposed the Maryland Ober Law. 
One Quaker librarian was fired because she refused to sign a loyalty 
oath, and in 1950, at the Cleveland Conference, ALA unanimously 
adopted a resolution recording its opposition to the Maryland Ober 
Law, because, as Council said in its resolution: “We believe it to be 
a definite threat to the constitutional rights of librarians since it per- 
mits their discharge on the principle of guilt by association in lieu 
of direct evidence of subversion, and we support the Maryland Li- 
brary Association in its efforts to have the law repealed.”1e These 
resolutions are evidence that ALA has for twenty years been willing 
to take forthright stands, even against popular opinion, when its 
members could see a direct and inescapable interest by librarians in 
a public issue such as loyalty investigations. 
One persistently nagging problem is apparent in this story of how 
the American Library Association, through its Committee on Intel- 
lectual Freedom, established and maintained its official policy on 
censorship-the Library Bill of Rights. How can librarians who are 
committed to the ideals of the library profession be protected against 
the volunteer censors who wish to limit the freedom to read? 
This question is now receiving much attention in ALA conferences 
and in library literature. I t  seems likely that it will soon be resolved 
more satisfactorily, but it is worth noting that as long ago as 1948, the 
executive board of ALA wrestled with the difficulty of determining 
which agency should deal with cases in which librarians were dis- 
missed because of censors’ disapproval of the collections in their li-
braries. Should such a case be handed over to the ALA Board on Per- 
sonnel and Tenure, or to the Committee on Intellectual Freedom? 
Clarence Graham of the Louisville Public Library and President of 
ALA in 1950-51 then advocated that the association should develop a 
defense fund and procedures to protect librarians. 
Also, as long ago as 1949, a policy and procedure regarding tenure 
investigations was adopted. In January 1957, responsibility for imple- 
mentation was assigned to the Library Administration Division of 
ALA.l’ 
Apparently the policies on labeling and tenure are not as well- 
known as is the Library Bill of Rights. Perhaps library schools have 
not succeeded in impressing future librarians with the importance 
of the librarian’s responsibility to preserve the freedom to read. 
However, since many students in library schools tend to consider 
any issue of twenty years ago (or even of ten years ago) as of histori-
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cal interest only, it is not always easy to alert them to their responsi- 
bilities regarding this issue, which will never be resolved once and 
for all. As new people join the field of librarianship they could and 
should learn about AL.4 policies on labeling, censorship, and tenure 
while in library school. 
For example, one librarian in writing about his “Skirmish with the 
Censors”l8 revealed a certain lack of knowledge and sophistication, and 
although he apparently learned something from his experience, any- 
one who accepts a position in a private, religiously-supported college 
is naive if he expects to find that it operates on the ideal principle of 
free inquiry. However unpalatable it may be to most librarians, in 
our pluralistic society a private library has every right to put the 
blinders of its choice upon its readers. Many private institutions, of 
course, do choose to maintain free inquiry, but the distinction be- 
tween a publicly-supported library with an obligation to preserve 
freedom to read, and a private library which has no such obligation 
should be clarified and emphasized in library schools. 
Further progress toward protecting librarians was evident at the 
Atlantic City ALA conference of 1989 where the ALA Council ap- 
proved a program of action in support of the Library Bill of Rights. 
The Office for Intellectual Freedom and the Committee on Intellectual 
Freedom have announced that they are “ready, willing and able” to 
take action on complaints of violations of the Library Bill of Rights. 
On receipt of a written and signed complaint, the Office will supply a 
standard form to be completed, signed, and returned to the Office by 
the complainant. Complaints may be received from ALA members 
directly, through the state Intellectual Freedom Committees, or from 
anyone else. 
In 1970 the old question of which ALA agency should deal with 
a specific case arose again because of the section on “Intellectual 
Freedom” in the tentative statement of the New Directions Com- 
mittee. On page two of this section the following item appears: 
The scope of Intellectual Freedom encompasses more than just the 
Freedom to Read. Support must also be rendered to the librarian 
who is fired for sporting a beard, for expressing unpopular opinions 
as a private citizen, for engaging in civil rights activities, etc., etc. 
Probably most AL.4 members will agree that a librarian should not 
be fired for wearing a beard, and they will also perceive that if this 
is a tenure case that the Intellectual Freedom Committee should turn 
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it over to the Library Administration Division, since it does not ac- 
tually deal with intellectual freedom. Most members will agree that a 
librarian, as a private citizen, is entitled to his personal intellectual 
freedom and should not fear the loss of his job because he expresses 
unpopular opinions or engages in civil rights activities. 
Here is a repetition of the old confusion that held ALA back from 
positive action to protect librarians who acted to preserve free inquiry 
in libraries years ago. The Library Bill of Rights was not written to 
protect librarians, but rather to protect the intellectual freedom of 
library patrons. The rights of librarians, as citizens, are protected by 
the United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights. 
A tenure case is clearly also an intellectual freedom case 1) if 
censorious restrictions on the library's acquisitions program result in 
a lack of information on:some sides of a substantive issue, or 2) if 
even though there is a wide range of materials in the library, the li-
brarian withholds some of the information from the client. In either 
case, the library user's freedom of inquiry has been restricted and the 
Library Bill of Rights has been violated. Also, if either of these con- 
ditions exist because the librarian has misused his professional posi- 
tion to promote his personal beliefs, he has violated the Library Bill 
of Rights in the fundamental sense, and should not be protected by 
ALA. 
Undoubtedly, the Intellectual Freedom Committee will be con-
fronted by some tangled and sticky cases which will require thorough 
investigation, similar to that done by the Committee on Academic 
Freedom and Tenure of the American Association of University Pro- 
fessors. It will be unreasonable to expect instant resolution of such 
cases. Probably the best guideline for the IFC will be to determine 
whether the librarian has acted to preserve free inquiry for his clients 
in his professional duties as a librarian, and, if so, the case is one for 
the IFC. If the librarian has been fired for his activities as a citizen, 
it is probably a case that should be turned over to the ALA's library 
administration division. 
The old jurisdictional problem will be resolved by giving the case 
to the IFC to determine its jurisdiction and responsibility to act. It 
may decide to refer the matter to the library administration division 
as a tenure problem or to the American Civil Liberties Union as in-
volving a vital civil rights issue. It may also decide whether to involve 
the local or state intellectual freedom committee. If the IFC decides 
to become involved, it will then investigate the matter along the lines 
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of the “Policy and Procedure Regarding Tenure Investigations” men- 
tioned above.19 
At the time of this writing there were two defense programs under 
the auspices of ALA. One of these permits the Intellectual Freedom 
Committee to solicit gifts of money in support of the Library Bill of 
Rights. The other is the Freedom to Read Foundation, incorporated 
in Illinois in November 1969. Presumably, this foundation will enable 
the IFC to provide legal support and other kinds of aid to persons 
suffering due to actions taken by them in maintaining the ideals of 
intellectual freedom. There is also the National Freedom Fund for 
Librarians, based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and developed in direct 
response to the firing of Ellis Hodgin as librarian of the Martinsville 
(Virginia) Public Library. 
And in the future? There are indications that younger librarians are 
keenly interested in preserving the freedom to read, whether or not 
their library school emphasized its importance. At the lively ALA 
conference of 1969 in Atlantic City, it was even suggested that ALA 
should devote all of its resources to promoting intellectual freedom 
and federal support for library services. 
This interest by younger librarians augurs well for the future, and 
it might be well to examine the following statement about the li-
brarian’s commitment: It is unethical for a librarian in a publicly sup- 
ported librarcj to suppress statements he does not like, or to exclude 
expressions of idem that are objectionable to any religious, political or 
other organization to which he belongs. A professional librarian’s first 
Commitment must be to preserve intellectual freedom for eueryone. 
This description of the librarian’s commitment will be unacceptable 
to anyone who i s  so dedicated to a particular party or cause that he 
considers it proper to further that cause by any means whatsoever. 
This is by no means an uncommon attitude today as our society tends 
to become polarized. 
There is one argument on this point that obviously appeals to some, 
namely, that books expressing criticism of religions, or books alleged 
to foster hate, bigotry, racial superiority, and the like should be ex-
cluded from libraries. Paul Blanchard’s American Freedom and Cath- 
olic Poaer, or Houston Chamberlain’s philosophy of history that is 
clearly anti-Semitic, might be cited as examples. Today some librar- 
ians believe that the “underground press” and also publications of the 
radical right should be collected in libraries. To others this material 
seems to preach hate and foster bigoty, and should therefore be 
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banned. But when any librarian is tempted to include only what he 
considers “good books in his collections, to promote the causes in 
which he believes, then he cuts the ground from beneath his feet for 
resisting censorship when his opposite number violates the principles 
of the Library Bill of Rights in the opposite direction. The librarian 
who puts himself in this position has no defense for his conduct when 
a citizen of a different persuasion challenges his decision. This argu- 
ment is no more valid as a guide to library practice when it is ad- 
vanced by a civil libertarian than when it is made by a Daughter of 
the American Revolution, or a John Bircher.20 
America’s librarians cannot afford to be neutral about their com- 
mitment to preserve the freedom to read for everyone. At  the same 
time, as professionals, they must remain neutral about the issues of 
the day, regardless of what they may do as private citizens. This truth 
may be even more difficult to understand and to accept as polarization 
around certain dogmas grows in our society. However, there are al-
ways great dangers to civilization when even a small percentage of 
the population become fully convinced that they and they alone have 
the truth. As one editorial puts it: 
If western intellectual tradition teaches anything, it teaches that 
truth is not found by drinking at the font of any dogma. It is found 
in the open and honest clash of ideas. Diversity is the lifeblood of 
the intellectual class. provided it wants to remain a class of intel- 
lectuals rather than haughty but narrow-minded mandarins. 
Intellectuals and their camp followers, then, ought to be especially 
wary of pressure toward conformity. The growing tendency in their 
community works in the opposite direction, and it poses a peril to 
both them and the nation.21 
The dogmatism of the person who knows that he alone possesses 
the truth is, of course, not new in this world. A clue which may help 
librarians to identify the extremist who feels it his duty to use any 
means to promote his views and exclude all other views from a library 
is his tendency to insist that “If you are not with me, then you are 
against me.” Probably no group, under or over thirty, black or white, 
religious or anti-religious, of the political left or the political right, is 
without a few members ~7ho are so extreme, so rigid, so intransigent 
that they sincerely believe that anyone who does not view the world 
precisely as they do should be forced to conform or cease to exist. 
Librarians and the ALA are increasingly under pressure from all such 
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superegoists when they try to control the information available through 
libraries. 
In the New Directions Subcommittee report on social responsibili- 
ties, the “traditional, conservative” definition of social responsibility 
is rejected and, it is stated: 
The second definition of Social Responsibility is considered radical, 
new, activist. It can best be summed up by a definition put forth 
by ALA’s Committee on Organization: “Social responsibilities can 
be defined as the relationships that librarians and libraries have to 
non-library problems that relate to the social welfare of our society.” 
It is this second definition that we will have to deal with. Events at 
the ALA in June, 1969, and the tenor of feeling among newer li- 
brarians and many established members of the profession as well, 
force us to accept this latter definition of social responsibility. We 
believe that debate is no longer necessary. The time has come for 
action. The ALA has to embrace this latter definition and carry 
programs forward to support it.22 
This is not exactly a persuasive statement to librarians who are com- 
mitted to the Library Bill of Rights as a statement of the obligation 
of libraries and librarians to provide free access to all citizens, to a 
full range of facts, theories, and opinions on the controversial issues of 
the times. For thirty years, American librarians have fought to keep 
the debate going, to keep the channels of communication open to 
everyone, and have based their position upon a concept of a publicly 
supported library which is neutral on substantive issues. An endorse- 
ment of the notion that libraries and the ALA are to become advocates, 
taking stands on the public issues of the day, the thousands of issues 
we face as citizens, would mean that the profession no longer would 
have a rational basis for insisting upon intellectual freedom for all. 
Perhaps it appears that there is something paradoxical about the 
vigorous opposition to thought control expressed by “timid” and “con- 
servative” librarians. Lay observers are likely to view the keepers of 
books as, by nature, rather conservative. Since it is one of the peculiar 
functions of librarians to preserve the records of man’s dreams, failures, 
and achievements, there is really nothing very remarkable about their 
respect for old traditions. 
But, is there any actual paradox? Is it surprising to find librarians 
seeking to preserve the freedom of every citizen to read what he wishes 
and to form his own opinions? It is apparent that American librarians, 
once alerted to their responsibilities as guardians of intellectual free- 
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dom, have accepted a commitment to the ideals expressed in the Li- 
brary Bill of Rights, the policy against loyalty oaths and investigations, 
the policy against prejudicial labeling, the School Library Bill of 
Rights, and expressed in even more detail in the “Declaration on the 
Freedom to Read,” jointly sponsored by the American Book Publishers 
and the American Library Association.’ 
There is no paradox here, Philosopher Alfred North Whitehead 
called attention to two principles which he considered inherent in the 
very nature of things-the spirit of change and the spirit of conserva- 
tion-and he suggested that there can be nothing real without both. 
Mere change without conservation is a passage from nothing to noth- 
ing-mere conservation without change cannot conserve.23 
By accepting the commitment, by accepting the challenge to act as 
conservators of the Amerian heritage of free inquiry, librarians have 
recognized and accepted both of Whitehead‘s principles. They have 
preserved the most precious of our traditions, freedom of inquiry, and 
stood ready to welcome the new concepts, the new theories, the con- 
structive thought of creative minds. Librarians have thus helped to 
provide the opportunity for the continued advance of knowledge and 
the growth of individuals. 
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